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and the Assyrian kings before Darius. After the
first outpost, at every turning that was at all abrupt
and every incline at all steep, I noticed a sort of
sign-post with two notice-boards affixed. On the
one indicating the road along which we were travel-
ling a motor-car was outlined ; a camel seen in
profile was painted on the other, which pointed to a
narrow track parallel to the motor-road. Here the
ancient and the modern ran side by side ; the old
caravan route still in use, a slow, laborious track
worn by the naked feet of generations and the hoofs
of camels, and the swift luxury highway—poor and
rich sharing alike the perils of the way, driving
ahead together through the desert to the unique,
providential cleft of Khyber, the narrow gangway
been two continents.
Now we ran down a gradient steep as that which
had brought us to the windy heights. And unex-
pectedly we lit upon a keep, almost a fortress, bar-
ring the way—the last British outpost.
Instructions had been issued from Peshawar. A
youthful British Army Captain was awaiting us, and
gave us a charming reception. Inside the fort we
crossed some little gardens with green lawns that
might have been imported as they stood from an
English park. A big log-fire was blazing in the
mess-room fireplace. As we sipped our glasses of a
potent port, more warming even than the fire, we
were shown the book where eminent visitors to the
Khyber had signed their names. We saw the signa-
tures of the late King and Queen, of Lord Irwin, of
members of the Citroen Expedition ; then some
photographs and sketches. When we referred to
the pass we had just crossed as " the Khyber " our
new friend smilingly protested.
" Yet after all," he added, " perhaps that was the

